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Introduction 
In this paper， we are concerned with the characterization of Bernstein algebras from the 
viewpoint of the existence of certain idempotents and with the structure of a Bernstein algebra 
based on the information upon the idempotents in it. 
A commutative algebra A over a field K is called a Bernstein algebra if there exists a 
non-trivial algebra homomorphism ωof A into K and the identity (X2)2 =ω(X)2X2 holds in A. 
It is known that， in a Bernstein algebra， the homomorphism ωis uniquely determined and 
there exists at least one idempotent e(O学 e= e2). 
In general an algebra equipped with a non-trivial algebra homomorphism onto its base 
field (called weight homomorphism) is said to be baric. In view of that， itis natural to try to 
describe how Bernstein algebras should be characterized as the commutative baric algebras 
which have the idempotents imposed a certain condition on. 
In that re叩ect，we shall see that a commutative baric algebras A with weight homomorphism 
ωis a Bernstein algebra if and only if， inA， there exists at least one idempotent e such that 
x = e satisfies the equation (xa) (bc) + (xb) (αc) + (xc) (αb) = (xa)o(bc) + (xb)o(αc) + (xc) 
。(ab)for al 仏 b，c Eム wherethe operator 0 is defined by xoy =士{ω(x)y+ω(Y)x}. 
Notice that， in case of char K"* 2， 3， this equation is equivalent to (x2)2 = ω (X)2X2• 
As well known， a Bernstein algebra A splits into the direct sum A = Ke <D u <D Z(the 
Peirce decomposition with respect to an idempotent e)， where U :口 {xE A I ex= +x}， Z : =
{x E A I ex = O}. Denote by Y the subspace UZ. 
Holgate， P. has noticed in his treatise [2J on Bernstein algebras that a large number of cases 
in those particular Bernstein algebras examined by him are the case of VZ = 0， while， in 
general， v3 = 0 as established by himself and left it as an open problem to establish the 
condition under which vz = O. To this problem we shall applicate the approach devised by S. 
Gonzalez and C. Martinez[l] to establish one necessary and sufficient condition to be y2 = 
O. More precisely speaking， we shall show that v2 = 0 for each idempoten e ifand only if， 
for each pair of idempotents， e， f， the assertion epf implies e =λwhere the symbol p denotes 
the equivalence ralation on the al idempotents of A defined by relating e and λ epf if Y出
馬 (theV-part of the Peirce decomposition with respect to j) and there exists w E v2 such that 
f口 e+ w. 
1. Cbaracterization of Bernstein algebras homomorphism 曲 (calledweight homomorphism) 
of A into K(K will be assumed to be of 
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weight homomorphism ωis called a Bernstein al-
gebra if the identity 
(1. 1) (x2)2 =剖 (X)2X2
holds in A. 
Let A be a Bernstein algebra. Then it is known 
(cf.[ 4J，Corollary 9ふ Theorem9.6) that the fol-
lowing statements hold: 
There exists at least one idempotent in A and 
with respect to each idempotent e(i.e.， e2ロ e手 0)
A splits into the vector space direct sum (so called 
the Peirce decomposition of A with respect to e) 
(1. 2) A ロ KeCDuCDz 
where 
U:出 {XEA I ex =士x}， Z:ロ {xEA I ex= O}，
and for al U E U and z E Z 
(1. 3)ω (e)出 1，耐(U)口曲 (z)出 0，
(1. 4) u3詰 0，
(1. 5) u (uz) = 0， 
(1. 6) uz2 = 0， 
(1. 7) u2(uz)出 0，
(1. 8) (UZ)Z2詰 0，
(1. 9) (UZ)2 = 0， 
(1.l0) U2Z2 = 0， 
and 
(1.11) uz c; U， 
(1.l2) U2 c; Z， 
(1.13) Z2 c; U， 
(1.l4) UZ2 = O. 
We shall try to characterize a Bernstein algebra 
as the commutative baric algebra which has the 
idempotents imposed a certain condition on. 
Whenever A is a commutative baric algebra with 
weight homomorphism ω， the following product 
defines a new multiplication in A: 
(1.l5) xoy需 +{ω (x)y+ω(Y)x}. 
Particularly， ifA is a Bernstein algebra， then the 
linearIzation process of the identity (1.1) leads to 
the identity 
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(1.l6) (xa)(bc) + (xb) (ac) + (xc) (ab) 
詰 (xa)0 (bc)十 (xb)o(ac)+ (xc)o(ab) 
for al x， a， b， c EA， 
represented with the product xoy (cf. [3J). 
Reciprocally， it is easily seen that the identity 
(1.l6) implies (l.l) under the assumption charK 
"' 3. 
Again， ifA is a commutative baric algebra and 
there exists an idempotent e in A， then for each 
A E K the subspace AeO) of A can be defined by 
(1.l7) AeW出 {xEA I ex需 AX}.
In the case of a忍ernsteinalgebra A having註n
idempotent e， AeO) = 0 for every A巴K except 
for Ae(l) = Ke， AeC+)需 U and Ae(O) = Z， and 
the decomposition (1.2) for A with respect. to e 
can be wrItten in more general notation; 
(1.l8) A = Ae(1) CD Ae(1I2) CD Ae(O). 
Theorem 1. Let A be a commutative baric al幽
gebra over K of characteristic手 2，3with weight 
homomorphism印. Then A is a Bernstein algebra 
if and only if there exists an idempotent e in A 
such that x = e satisfies the equation (1.16) for al 
a， b， c EA， i.e.， there holds 
(1.l9) (ea) (bc)十 (eb)(ac) + (ec) (ab) 
国 (ea)0 (bc) + (eb) 0 (ac)十 (ec)0 (ab) 
for al a， b， C EA. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a Bernstein algebra， 
then the existence of idempotents in A is 
guaranteed as stated already and any idempotent e 
of A obviously satisfied the equation (1.l9). 
Reciprocally， suppose that A has an idempotent e 
satisfying the condition (1.l9). Then if the follow輔
ing properties (A)， (B) and (C) hold， A is a 
Bernstein algebra on account of the already known 
theorem (cf. [4J， Theorem 9.7) 
(A)ω (e) = 1， 
(B) With respect to e the decomposition (1.l8) 
for A holds， and 
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(C) Ae(1) = Ke and the equations (1.4)~ (1.10) 
hold for al U E U and Z EZ. 
Therefore in order to show that A is a Bernstein 
algebra， itsuffices to see that (A)， (B) and (C) 
hold and this will be done in the following lemω 
ma.己
Lemma 2. Let A be a commutative baric al幽
gebra with an idempotent e satisfying (1.19). Then 
the properties (A)， (B) and (C) al hold. 
Proof. ( ) By applyingωto the equation 
d 苫 eand putting a出 b=c詰 ein (1.19)， we 
oちtain印 (e)2目的 (e) and 3e口 3ω (e)2erespective-
ly. 
From these two equations we easily see thatω (e) 
1， taking note of the fact that e =10 and char 
k手 3.Thus (A) holds. 
(立)In the equation (1.19)， put a = b = e and 
let c be an arbitrary element in Ae (1). Then we 
obtain 3e2 (ec) = 3e2o (ec) ， and so c口士ω(e)c十
÷ω (c)e需士c+台(c)eby virtue of char K =1 2， 
3. This implies that c E Ke. Consequently we get 
Ae(1) = Ke. Suppose that A =1 1， A EK and that x 
is an arbirtary element in the subspace Ae (A) 
defined by (1.17) for a fixed A. Then by applying 
印 tothe equation exロ AX，we obtain ω (x) = 
A剖 (x)，and hence ω(x) = 0 since A =1 1. Put a = 
b需 eand c = x in (1.19) and calculate using 
ω(x)需 O.As a result we obtain that A 巴 oor 
÷， wt帥 implies (B). 
( iu) First we remark that ω(U) =叫 (Z)= 0 for 
al I EAe(士)= U and Z EAe(O) = Z since的 (l)
巴 ω(eu)=士的(l) and叫 (Z)口 ω(ez)ロ ω(0)= 0 
respectively. In order to prove the identity (1.4) ， 
substitute U E U for al of a， b and c in (1.19). 
Then we obtain the equation (1刈もyusing the 
above remark. The rest identities of (1.4) ~ (1.10) 
will be obtained individually in the same way as 
aむove，which we omit. Thus (C) holds.口
In this connention we shall make mention of 
Jordan-Bernstein algebras. A commutative algebra 
A is called a J ordan algebra if and only if the 
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so-called Jordan identity x2(xy) = x(xヤ) holds in 
A. Under the assumption of charK =1 2 the Jordan 
identity is equivalent to the following identity: 
(1.20) (xa) (bc) + (xb) (ac) + (xc)(ab) = c[b (ax) J 
十 x[b(ac)]+ a[b(cx)] 
for al x， a， b， c EA. 
A Jordan-Bernstein algebra is， by definition， a 
commutative algebra which is Jordan as well as 
Bernstein. 
Theorem 3. Let A be a commutative baric al柵
gebra with weight homomorphism剖. Then A is a 
Jordan“Bernstein algebra if and only if， inA there 
exists an idempotent e satisfying the following two 
equations 
(1.21) (ea) (bc)十 (eb)(ac) + (ec) (ab) = c[b(ea)J 
十 e[b(ac)]+ a[b(ec)] 
(1.22) c[b (ea) J + e[b (ac)]十 a[b(ec)]需 (ea)。
(bc) + (eb)o(ac)十 (ec)0 (ab) 
for al a， b， c EA. 
Proof. One implication is clear， since in a 
Jordan.・Bernsteinalgebra each idempotent e satisfies 
(1.21) and so (1.22) in view of Theorem 1. 
Conversely suppose A be a commutative baric 
algebra， in which there exists an idempotent e 
satisfying both (1.21) and (1.22). Then the equ-
ation (1.19) is fulfilled by e and therefore， by 
Theorem 1， A is a Bernstein algebra. Conse-
quently， as already stated， with respect to e， A 
splits into the vector space direct sum A ロ Ke
OUOZ with U:出 {xEA Iぽ =+x} and Z 立
{x EA I ex= O}. In order to see that A is Jordan， 
first let us recall that a Bernstein algぬraA 出 Ke
o U o Z is a Jordan algebra if and only if Z2 
= 0 and (IlZ)Z出 ofor every I in U and Z in Z 
(cf. [3J， Theoremヰ [IJ，Theorem 1). Next， in 
(1.21)， by putting a = e and b巴 c出 Z for an 
arbi巾 ryZ in Z and noticing ez需 0，ez2 =士ぷ
(cf. (1.13))， we obtain Z2口 O.Then in (1.22)， by 
putting a = I and b = c 立 zfor arbitrary I in U 
and z in Z and noticing ez = 0， ell =十l，
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e[z(uz) J需士z(uz) (cf. (1.1 1)， we obtain (uz)z 
ロ oalso. 
Thus we can conclude that A is a Jordan al-
gebra.口
2. Equivalence relation in the set of idempotents 
Let A be a Bernstein algebra of characteristic 
not 2 with weight homomorphismω. Denote by 
I(A) the set of idempotents of A. 
S. Gonzalez and C. Martinez in [1] studied the 
set I(A) and tried to transfer the information 
about I(A) to the whole A. They introduced a 
certain equivalence relation in I(A) and obtained 
some usefull information about A by using it. In 
this昌pproachit seems interesting for us to find 
any new equivalence relations in I(A). 
In this section we shall consider the Peirce 
decompositions of A with respect to various 
idempotents e. To distinguish between them we 
shall adopt the following notations for the com-
ponents U and Z in the Peirce decomposition 
corresponding to e: 
(cf. [4J， Lemma 9.9). Directly from (2.2) and 
(2.3)， we 0むtain
(2.4) u内出 +(Ul十 U2). 
(c) We shall write 
UeO口 {uEUeluUe口 o}for each idempotent e 
EI(A). 
Then Ueoロ Uffor every pair of idempotents 
e， f EI(A) (cf. [lJ). Thus UO， defined by 
UO: = Ueo for some idempotent e， is in-
dependent of the idempotent e. 
(d) If f = e十 Uo十 U02with UO E Ue， the relation 
between Ue and Uf and Ze and Zf for 
idempotents e， f EI(A) is given by: 
Uf= {u十 2uuOI uE Ue}， 
Zf= {-2(ZIl0十 Z1l02)十 zlzEZe}
(cf. [IJ). Especially Ue出 Ufwhenever f = e 
+ 10 with Uo E l.fJ (102口 0). 
Denote by Ve the subspace Ue2 of Ze 
spanned by al products 11' for 1 and 1'日
Ue. We point out the relation between Ve 
Ue: = {X EA I ex =士x}， Ze出 {XEA I ex出 o} and Vf， where f = e + 10 + 102 with 10 E 
for each e EI(A)・ Ue(weomit its verification)， that is， 
Now we summarize some already est油lished (2.5) Vf = {・2(ν10+νU02) +ν|νE Ve}. 
observations on idempotents of A， which will be 
used after. Definition. Two idempotents el> e2 EI(A) are 
related by p， elpe2， ifthere exist an idempotent e 
Observatio盟S. EI(A) and elements Wj E Ve2， 需 1，2， such that 
(a) If one idempotent e of A is fixed， then I(A) el出 E 十 Wl> e2出 e+的・
is given詰y
I(A) = {e十 U 十 121I1EU}
(cf. [4J， Lemma 9.8). 
(b) If el and e2 are two idempotents of A， then 
there are uniquely determined IIj E Uj Uej， 
認し 2，such that 
(2.1)角田 e2十 12十 U22，e2出 e向1+ 1 + 1♂ 
Furthermore 
(2.2) e向口 el+士1需の+士U2，
and 
(2.3) 12口 lIi= -111112 
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Notes on the above definition. 
( 1 ) Wl> W2 are elements of Ue， as is seen from 
(1.12)， (1.13)， and (Wj)2 = 0， i = 1， 2， as easily 
obtained by putting a = e and c = d = Wj in the 
condition (1.19). 
( TI) In general if W E Ve2 and w' E Ve2 for two 
idempotents e， f E 1 (A)， then ww' = 0 follows 
from the fact that 
(2.6) Ve2 c; UO c; n Ue， 
e EI(A) 
which is obtained by the relation (1.12) and 
(1.14) and the already stated observation (c). 
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In order to show that the above relation p isan Prool. Suppose that each equivalence cl昌s
equivalence relation， we shall make preparations consists of only one element; that is， e'pe for each 
beforehand. idempotents e， e'EI(A) implies e = e'. In this 
case， ifw E Ve2， then epe+ w. By the hypothesis e 
Lemma 4. Let e， e' be idempotents of A. If = e + w. So w = O.This means thatVe2 = O.The 
there exist w E Ve2 and w' E Ve' 2 such that e + converse is obvious.口
w出 e'十 w'.Then Ve = Ve'. 
P. Holgate introduced the notion of an or-
Prool. We can write e' = e + u 十 u2with some thogonal Bernstein algebra， which seems import畠nt
U E Ue (cf. Observation (a)). Then w' (w - u) to us to classify al Bernstein algebras: A Bernstein 
+ u2 and w' u = wu = 0 since w， w'E UO by means algebra A is said to be orthogonal if and only if 
of (2.6). So 0 = w' uロ wu - u2口一U2(Ul= 0 UeVe苫 ofor some idempotent e of A (cf. [2J). 
from (1.4)). Thus e' = e十 uand u = w -w' Then， as a corollary to Theorem 7， we shall ob-
E UO. Then we obtain Ue' Ue as already stated tain the following theorem. 
(cf. Observation (d)). Now Ve巴 Ve'is clear.O 
Theorem 8. Let A be a Bernstein algebra and e 
Theorem 5. Let e，e' be idempotents of A. Then E 1 (A). Suppose that every equivalence class in 
there holds epe' if and only if Ve = Ve' and there I(A) by the relation p consists of only one ele-
exists w E Ve2 such that e' = e + w. ment. Then UeVeロ 0，that is， A is orthogonal， if
and only if Ve = Vf for al 1 in I(A). 
Prool. Suppose that there holds epe'. Then by 
the definition of p， there exists an idempot阻 t1 E Prool. Suppose UeVe = O. Let 1 be an arbitrary 
I(A) and w， w' E Vf2 such e = 1 + w and e' idempotent of A. Then there exists u E Ue such 
1 + w'. In this case， by meas of Lemma 4， we that 1 = e十 u+ u2 • By the hypothesis and The-
have Ve = Vfロ Ve'and e' = e + (w' - w) with orem 7， we have uv = 0 and u2vロ ofor al v E 
w' - W EVf2 = Ve2. The converse is obvious by Ve. So (cf. (2.5)) Vf= {♂(vu +νu2) +νI v E 
the definition of p.口 Ve}出 Ve.
Reciprocally， suppose that Ve = Vf for al 1 in 
Theorem 6. The above defined relation p is an I(A). Then， for an arbitrary u E Ue， we have Vf 
equivalence relation in I(A). = {之uv十 vlνEVe} with 1 = e + u + u2 in view 
of (2.5) and vu2吉Ve2= O. Thus the relation Ve 
Prooj. This relation is clearly reflexive and Vf means that uv = 0 for al u E Ue and v E 
symmetric. Now it is nothing but a consequence of Ve. This implies UeVe = O.口
Theorem 5 that p istransitive.O 
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